
 

 

 STANDING INTEGRATION with ROTATION AND EXTENSION barefoot 
 
1.  TEST MOVE- Stand.  Organized arm reaches forward, shoulder height.  
Follow hand with eyes as hand draws horizontal arc in space out to its 
same side and continuing around as far back behind you as is comfortable.  
MARK HOW FAR YOU TURN.  Rest. 
 
2.  Bring Arm Up. Repeat the turn.  This time add pressing the outside 
rim of the (same-  arm) foot and the inside rim of the other foot into the 
floor - by rolling your ankles in the direction you are turning.  STAY THERE 
AT YOUR COMFORTABLE LIMIT OF TURNING. 
 
3.  Stay there - Switch the weight on the outside and inside rims of your 
foot by rolling your feet and ankles to the opposite side and then return 
to the first side.  Repeat ST 
 
4.  Stay there - Now turn your head and eyes along with the rims of your 
feet to the opposite side and return to the first side.  Repeat ST.  
LEAVE YOUR ARM WHERE IT IS.  Now drop arm and rest.  
 
5.  Bring arm up.  Repeat the turn and stay there and NOW TURN JUST 
YOUR EYES ALONG WITH THE RIMS OF YOUR FEET TO THE 
OPPOSITE SIDE and return ST.  LEAVE YOUR ARM WHERE IT IS. 
 
6.  Stay there. Now turn just your head, NOT YOUR EYES, along with the 
rims of your feet to the opposite side and return ST.  LEAVE YOUR 
ARM WHERE IT IS. Drop your arm and rest.  
 
7.  a) Now turn your head and eyes along with the rims of your feet all in 
the direction of the arm, and let your arm move farther back  and feel the 
weight shift onto that same side leg.   b) Reverse the rims only, really 
feeling the weight shift to the back leg.  c)  Bring your rims back to 
press in the direction you are turning, and reach once more.  Then let go 
of all that and let your arms hang.  Rest.  
 
8. RETEST THE MOVE! Arm out forward, turn it behind you, allow ankles 
to help. How much farther do you turn now?  Back participates more? 
Repeat other side. Then big circle each arm backwards.                CFR�                                                                                              



 

 

 
 


